


For MNDA we defined their digital skills 
needs, redesigned their fundraisers’ 
digital journeys, and ran a series of 
donor appeals.

Finally, we created a long-term vision for 
engaging their supporter community 
and specified the new functionality 
required to support it.



Auditing email effectiveness ‘in context’ according to 
segmentation, journey-placement and outcomes.

Backcasting outcomes to feed into improved process design and supporter-centric planning.

Making recommendations on process redesign, best-practice, capability-building and systems-
requirements.

Mapping systems requirements against 3 shortlisted systems. Stewarding systems integration.



For World Vision’s most valuable supporters –
Child Sponsors – we have redesigned a dynamic 
(behaviour-driven) welcome experience, to 
encourage more of them to sign up to the Child 
Sponsorship portal, where we can track and 
personalise their brand experience over time.

The process has raised many issues of 
integrated, donor-centric planning - which we 
are addressing on an ongoing basis.



Copper monitors charitable sector trends in email design
and function via its web-library:
http://www.charityemailgallery.com

A number of templates we have built against specific design constraints are assembled 
here:
https://copper.prevue.it/p/w1ecd

http://www.charityemailgallery.com/
https://copper.prevue.it/p/w1ecd


For WaterAid we linked a campaigning request to a 
fundraising ask, through an innovative email format… 

Not only did we achieve the petition-signing goal, but:

359% increase in clicks compared to expected 
response rates.

244% more cash income than budgeted.



For World Vision, as part of our 
ongoing marketing support, we 
created the original digital welcome 
experience that improved users’ 
engagement in and commitment to 
the brand.  

Sponsor attrition rates decreased 
immediately by 20%.



Emergency Appeals & Living Gifts



We created a fresh and clean looking 
website using Wordpress that could 
be easily managed and updated with
news and patient stories internally. 

Following this we created
two email templates which would 
cover most kinds of emails they 
planned to send out, one newsletter 
style and the other an appeal or 
update.



Over the years we have produced online ads,
web content, regular and transactional emails
and even an interactive village. With emails we’ve 
looked to test as much as possible to improve the 
clickthrough and conversion rates. Running A/B 
creative split tests has allowed us to see where 
improvements can be made.

Looking at the email results in line with the site 
analytics helps us to understand buyer behaviour. 
We then implement any changes in the following 
email to hopefully improve conversions and learn 
more about the buyers.




